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PPTP: Privacy-Preserving Traffic Padding in
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Abstract— Web-based applications are gaining popularity as
they require less client-side resources, and are easier to deliver
and maintain. On the other hand, Web applications also pose new
security and privacy challenges. In particular, recent research
revealed that many high profile Web applications might cause
sensitive user inputs to be leaked from encrypted traffic due
to side-channel attacks exploiting unique patterns in packet
sizes and timing. Moreover, existing solutions, such as random
padding and packet-size rounding, were shown to incur pro-
hibitive overhead while still failing to guarantee sufficient privacy
protection. In this paper, we first observe an interesting similarity
between this privacy-preserving traffic padding (PPTP) issue and
another well studied problem, privacy-preserving data publishing
(PPDP). Based on such a similarity, we present a formal PPTP
model encompassing the privacy requirements, padding costs,
and padding methods. We then formulate PPTP problems under
different application scenarios, analyze their complexity, and
design efficient heuristic algorithms. Finally, we confirm the
effectiveness and efficiency of our algorithms by comparing them
to existing solutions through experiments using real-world Web
applications.

Index Terms— Traffic Padding, Web Application, Side-Channel
Leak, PPTP, l-Diversity, k-Indistinguishability

I. INTRODUCTION

Web-based applications are becoming increasingly popular.
In contrast to their desktop counterparts, Web applications
demand less client-side resources and are easier to deliver and
maintain through using the Web browser as a thin client. On
the other hand, Web applications also present new security and
privacy challenges, partly because the untrusted Internet has
essentially become an integral component of such applications
for carrying the continuous interaction between users and
servers. Recent study showed that the encrypted traffic of
many popular Web applications may actually disclose highly
sensitive data, and consequently lead to serious breaches of
user privacy [14]. Specifically, by searching for unique patterns
exhibited in packets’ sizes and/or timing, an eavesdropper can
potentially identify an application’s internal state transitions
and the corresponding users’ inputs. Moreover, such side-
channel attacks are shown to be pervasive and fundamental to
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most Web applications due to many intrinsic characteristics of
such applications, such as low entropy inputs, diverse resource
objects, and stateful communications.

Taking one popular real-world search engine as an example,
Table I shows the sizes and directions of packets observed
between users and the search engine. Observe that due to the
user-friendly auto-suggestion feature 1, with each keystroke,
the browser sends a b-byte packet to the server; the server then
replies with two packets of 60 bytes and s bytes, respectively;
finally, the browser sends a 60-byte packet to the server. In
addition, in the same input string, the b value of the first
keystroke is about 50 bytes larger than that of the second
one while each subsequent keystroke increases the b value by
one byte from the third keystroke, and the s value depends
both on the current keystroke and on all the preceding ones.
Clearly, due to the fixed pattern in packet sizes (first, second,
and last), the packets corresponding to each input string can
be identified from observed traffic, even though the traffic has
been encrypted.

User Input Observed Directional Packet Sizes
bee 641→, ← 60, ← 544, 60→,

585→, ← 60, ← 555, 60→,
586→, ← 60, ← 547, 60→

cab 641→, ← 60, ← 554, 60→,
585→, ← 60, ← 560, 60→,
586→, ← 60, ← 558, 60→
(b bytes) (s bytes)

TABLE I
USER INPUTS AND CORRESPONDING PACKET SIZES

Similar traffic patterns have also been observed in different
categories of Web applications [14]. Therefore, we assume
a worst case scenario in which an eavesdropper can pin-
point traffic related to a Web application (such as using de-
anonymizing techniques [37]) and locate packets for user
inputs using the above technique. We use search engines as
examples in this paper due to their distinct and representative
patterns. In reality, the s value can be larger and more disparate
as discussed in Section VI.

Moreover, the size of the third packet provides a good
indicator of the input itself (which again can be found in many
Web applications [14]). Specifically, Table II shows the s value
for character (a, b, c and d) entered as the first (second column)
and second (3-6 columns) keystroke for a different search
engine. Observe that the s value for each character entered

1Note the discussion of auto-suggestion feature here does not imply the side
channel attack to be only applicable to Web applications with this feature; the
feature is just an example of the stateful communications inherent to most Web
applications, which is one of the root causes of the side channel attack [14].
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as second keystroke is different from that it is entered as the
first, since the packet size now depends on both the current
keystroke and the preceding one. Clearly, every input string
can be uniquely identified by combining observations of packet
sizes about the two consecutive keystrokes (for simplicity, we
only consider a−d combinations here, whereas in reality it
may take more than two keystrokes to uniquely identify an
input string).

Second Keystroke
First Keystroke a b c d

a 509 487 493 501 497
b 504 516 488 482 481
c 502 501 488 473 477
d 516 543 478 509 499

TABLE II
s VALUE FOR EACH CHARACTER ENTERED AS THE FIRST (SECOND

COLUMN) AND SECOND (3-6 COLUMNS) KEYSTROKE

A natural solution for preventing such a side channel attack
is to pad packets such that each packet size will no longer
map to a unique input (One extreme case is to pad all packets
to the identical size, namely, maximizing). In this example, we
should pad s-byte such that each packet size maps to at least
k=2 different inputs, namely, 2-indistinguishability.

However, such a solution does not come free, since padding
packets will result in additional communication and processing
overhead. In fact, it has been shown that a straightforward
solution, such as random padding (appending a random-length
padding within a given interval to a packet) and rounding
(rounding packet sizes to the nearest intervals), may incur a
prohibitive overhead. Thus, we face two seemingly conflicting
goals. First, the difference in packet sizes needs to be suffi-
ciently reduced to prevent eavesdroppers from distinguishing
between different users inputs based on corresponding packet
sizes. Second, the overhead for achieving such privacy protec-
tion should be minimized. Finally, a tradeoff naturally exists
between these two objectives.

We now consider a different way for padding the packets
as shown in Table III. The first and last columns respectively
show the s value and corresponding character with its prefix
(e.g., (c)d means the character d is entered as the second
keystroke after its prefix c is entered for the same input
string). The middle two columns give two options for padding
packets (although not shown here, there certainly exist many
other options). Specifically, each option first divides the six
keystrokes into three (or two) padding groups, as illustrated
by the (absence of) horizontal lines. Packets within the same
padding group are then padded in such a way that the
corresponding s values become identical to the maximum
value in that group, and thus the characters inside the group
will no longer be distinguishable from each other by the s
values. The objective now is to find a padding option that
can provide sufficient privacy protection groups, while at the
same time and meanwhile minimize the padding cost. Note
that gathering such packet information is practical for most
Web applications, as we will discuss later in Section VI-A.
Interestingly, as we will show in Section II-B, this privacy-
preserving traffic padding (PPTP) problem is naturally asso-
ciated with another well studied problem, namely, privacy-

preserving data publishing (PPDP) [20]. Such a connection
between the two issues implies we may borrow many existing
efforts in the PPDP domain to address the PPTP issue.

s Value Padding (Prefix)Char
Option 1 Option 2

473 477 478 (c)c
477 477 478 (c)d
478 499 478 (d)b
499 499 509 (d)d
501 509 509 (c)a
509 509 509 (d)c

Quasi-ID Generalization Sensitive Value

TABLE III
MAPPING PPTP TO PPDP

In this paper, we first present a model of the PPTP issue
based on the mapping to PPDP, which formally character-
izes the interaction between users and Web applications, the
observation made by eavesdroppers, the privacy requirement,
and the overhead of padding. Based on the model, we then
formulate several PPTP problems under different assumptions,
and discuss the complexity. We show that minimizing padding
cost under a given privacy requirement is generally intractable.
Next, we design several heuristic algorithms for solving the
PPTP problems in polynomial time with acceptable overhead.
Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our
algorithms by both analytical and experimental evaluations.

The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, the iden-
tified similarity between PPTP and PPDP establishes a bridge
between the two research areas, which will not only allow
for reusing many existing models and methods in the well
investigated PPDP domain, but serve to attract more interest
to the important PPTP issue. Second, to the best of our
knowledge, our formal model is among the first efforts on
formally addressing the PPTP issue (a detailed review of
related work will be given in Section VII). Third, the proposed
algorithms may provide direct and practical solutions to real
world PPTP applications, as evidenced by our implementation
and comparative experimental studies. Moreover, those algo-
rithms demonstrate the feasibility of adapting existing PPDP
methods to the PPTP domain, and the challenges in doing so.

The preliminary results of this paper have appeared in [27]
(which provides a formal model of the PPTP issue) and [28]
(which designs practical PPTP algorithms). However, those
previous work share a common limitation in their privacy
model, namely, all possible user inputs must be assumed as
equally likely to occur, which is usually not the case in real
world Web applications. In this paper, we have substantially
extended our previous work by addressing this key limitation.
Specifically, we re-define the privacy model in Section V-
A to accommodate different likelihoods of possible inputs.
We then formulate new PPTP problems based on this more
realistic privacy model in Section V-B, and we design new
algorithms to address several novel challenges in Section V-
C. We have also significantly extended the scope of our
experimental evaluations in Section VI, by comparing both the
previous solutions and our new solutions with more existing
methods, on more real world data sets. Finally, we have now
provided a formal proof of the intractability of PPTP problems
in Section III-B.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
formally models the application, privacy, and cost. Section III
then employs such models to formulates several PPTP prob-
lems, and analyzes the complexity. Section IV devises heuristic
algorithms for the formulated problems. Section V proposes an
extended version of the PPTP solution, including a re-defined
privacy model, the new PPTP problems, and corresponding
PPTP algorithms. Section VI discusses the implementation of
our solution, and experimentally evaluates the performance
of our algorithms. Section VII reviews related work and
Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. THE PPTP MODEL

Section II-A first presents the basic model of interaction and
observation. Section II-C then maps PPTP to PPDP in order to
quantify privacy protection and overhead. Finally, Section II-D
extends the basic model to more realistic cases. We will also
demonstrate its flexibility to adapt different privacy properties
in Section V. Table IV lists main notations that will be used
throughout the paper.

a, ~a, Ai or A Action, action-sequence, action-set
s, v, ~v, Vi or V Flow, flow-vector, vector-sequence, vector-set
~a[i], ~v[i] The ith element in ~a and ~v
VAi or VA Vector-action set
pre(a, i) i-Prefix
dom(P ) Dominant-vector
vdis(v1, v2) Vector-distance

TABLE IV
THE NOTATION TABLE

A. The Basic Model

We model the PPTP issue from two perspectives, the
interaction between users and servers, and the observation
made by eavesdroppers. First, Definition 1 formalizes the
interaction. Our discussions about Table II demonstrated how
one keystroke may affect another in terms of observations
(packet sizes), and how an eavesdropper may combine such
multiple observations for a refined inference. Such inter-
dependent user actions are modeled as an action-sequence in
Definition 1. The concept of action-set models a collection
of actions whose corresponding observations may be padded
together.

Definition 1 (Interaction): Given a Web application, we
define

- an action a as an atomic user input that triggers traffic,
such as a keystroke or a mouse click.

- an action-sequence ~a as a sequence of actions with known
relationships, such as consecutive keystrokes entered into
real-time search engine or a series of mouse clicks on
hierarchical menu items. We use ~a[i] to denote the ith

action in ~a.
- an action-set Ai as the collection of all the ith actions

in a set of action-sequences. We will simply use A if all
action-sequences are of length one.

Example 1: Assume “bee” and “cab” in Table I to be the
only possible inputs, we have six actions, a11, a12, a13 and

a21, a22, a23 corresponding to b, e (as second keystroke), e (as
third) in input “bee”, and c, a, b (as third keystroke) in input
“cab”. There are two action-sequences ~a1 =〈a11, a12, a13〉 and
~a2 = 〈a21, a22, a23〉, and three action-sets A1 = {a11, a21},
A2 ={a12, a22}, and A3 ={a13, a23}. �

Definition 2 models concepts related to the observation
made by an eavesdropper. Note a flow-vector is only intended
to model those packets that may contribute to identify an
action and accordingly need to be padded for privacy preser-
vation, such as the s value in Table I (note we are basically
making the worst case assumption that adversaries can locate
such packets in the traffic (e.g., using de-anonymizing tech-
niques [37]); on the other hand, identifying such packets for
deploying a PPTP solution would be relatively easier since the
design of a Web application is known). Also, each action is
not associated with a flow but a flow-vector, which is itself
a sequence, since a single action may trigger more than one
packet. Finally, unlike an action-set, is defined as a multiset,
since it may contain duplicates (that is, packets may share the
same size).

Definition 2 (Observations): Given a Web application, we
define

- a flow s as the size of a directional packet triggered by
a.

- a flow-vector v w.r.t. an action a as a sequence of flows.
Denoted the relation between a and v by f(a)=v.

- a vector-sequence ~v as a sequence of flow-vectors corre-
sponding to an equal-length action-sequence ~a, with each
~v[i] corresponding to ~a[i] (1 ≤ i ≤| ~v |).

- a vector-set Vi (or simply V ) as the collection of all
the ith flow-vectors in a set of vector-sequences, which
corresponds to an action-set in the straightforward way.

Example 2: Following Example 1, we have six flow-
vectors, v11 = 〈544〉, v12 = 〈555〉, v13 = 〈547〉 and v21 =
〈554〉, v22 = 〈560〉, v23 = 〈558〉 (note that we only model
those packets whose sizes can help to identify an action),
corresponding to actions a11, a12, a13 and a21, a22, a23, re-
spectively. We have two vector-sequences ~v1 = 〈v11, v12, v13〉
and ~v2 =〈v21, v22, v23〉, corresponding to action-sequences ~a1

and ~a2, respectively. We have three vector-sets V1 ={v11, v21},
V2 ={v12, v22} and V3 ={v13, v23} corresponding to the three
action-sets A1, A2, and A3 in Example 1. �

Finally, Definition 3 models the joint information about
interaction and observation, which is the collection of the pairs
of the action and its corresponding flow-vector.

Definition 3 (Vector-Action Set): Given an action-set Ai
and its corresponding vector-set Vi, a vector-action set VAi
is the set {(v, a) : v ∈ Vi ∧ a ∈ Ai ∧ fi(a) = v}.

Example 3: Following above Examples, given the action-
set A1 and vector-set V1, then the vector-action set is
VA1 = {(v11, a11), (v21, a21)}. Similarly, VA2 = {(v12, a12),
(v22, a22)}, VA3 ={(v13, a13), (v23, a23)}.

B. Mapping PPDP to PPTP

In the context of privacy-preserving data publishing (PPDP),
since the introduction of the k-anonymity concept [34] [38],
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significant effort has been made on developing efficient al-
gorithms (e.g., [1] [25]), more comprehensive models (e.g., l-
diversity [30], t-closeness [26], etc.), semantic privacy notions
for resisting adversarial background knowledge (e.g., differ-
ential privacy [17]), and so on. Due to space limitations, we
only demonstrate the basic ideas of PPDP solutions through
an example, and discuss how it may be mapped to privacy-
preserving traffic padding (PPTP).

By revisiting the example shown in Table III, we can
formulate a classic PPDP problem as follows. We regard the
s value as an attribute that is not designed for identifying
an individual, but can nonetheless serve this purpose to some
extent, namely, a quasi-identifier (e.g., a unique date of birth
(DoB)); we regard the user input as an attribute containing
sensitive information about individuals, namely, sensitive value
(e.g., medical conditions); we can then regard this table as to
contain medical records of some anonymous patients, released
by an insurance company for research purposes. A linking
attack happens when an adversary re-identifies an individual
using the quasi-identifier (DoB), and thus link the individual
to his/her sensitive value (medical condition) in the table. The
main goal of PPDP is to prevent such linking attacks while still
allowing the released data to be useful (e.g., to researchers).

To address this challenge, the k-anonymity model [34] [38]
divides the table into anonymized groups (as shown in both
options in Table III) and then generalize the quasi-identifier
(DoB) (e.g, by removing the day from a DoB), such that at
least k individuals in the table will share the same generalized
DoB (with only months and years), and hence a linking attack
using this quasi-identifier will fail (since an adversary can
not distinguish between the individuals inside an anonymized
group). One limitation of this basic model is that privacy can-
not be preserved, if all individuals inside an anonymized group
happen to have the same medical condition. Therefore, the l-
diversity model is introduced to ensure enough diversity (e.g.,
in its simplest form, at least l different medical conditions)
among the sensitive values inside each anonymized group [30].
With such privacy models, the PPDP goal of preventing
linking attacks while enabling useful data publication can
be modeled as to satisfy a privacy model (e.g., k-anonymity
and l-diversity) while maximizing a given utility metric (e.g.,
minimizing sizes of anonymized groups [1]).

Clearly, as shown in Table III, we can establish the mapping
between PPDP and PPTP by regarding the s-value as a
quasi-identifier, the user input as a sensitive value, and the
padding groups as anonymized groups. Both problems have a
similar goal of achieving an optimal tradeoff between privacy
(preventing linking attacks in PPDP or side channel attacks in
PPTP) and utility (maximizing data utility in PPDP or mini-
mizing padding cost in PPTP). On the other hand, there also
exist significant differences between the two. As an example,
in Table III, the second option will likely be considered as
worse than the first in the PPDP domain in terms of typical
data utility measures (intuitively, the second option leads to
more utility loss due to its larger anonymized groups), whereas
it is actually better in the PPTP domain with respect to padding
cost (it can be shown that the second option incurs totally
24 bytes of overhead, in contrast to 33 by the first option).

As another example, the effect of combining two keystrokes
will be equivalent to releasing multiple inter-dependent tables,
which actually leads to a novel PPDP problem (detailed later).

C. Privacy and Cost Model
We now devise the privacy model of PPTP based on the

mapping discussed in the previous section. For simplicity, we
first consider a simplified case where every action-sequence
and flow-vector are of length one, namely, the Single-Vector
Single-Dimension (SVSD) case. That is, all actions are inde-
pendent, and each action triggers only a single packet that can
be used to identify the action. In this case, we map a given
vector-action set VA={(v, a) : v ∈V∧a ∈ A∧f(a)=v} to a
table T (v, a) with two attributes, the flow-vector v (equivalent
to a flow s here) as quasi-identifier and the action a as sensitive
attribute. Note that we will interchangeably refer to a vector-
action set and its tabular representation from now on.

Definition 4 quantifies the amount of privacy protection
under a given vector-action set. This model follows the widely
adopted approach of assuming a fixed privacy requirement
while minimizing the cost.

Definition 4 (k-Indistinguishability): Given a vector-action
set VA, we define

- a padding group as any S ⊆ VA satisfying that all the
pairs in S have identical flow-vectors and no S′ ⊃ S can
satisfy this property, and

- we say VA satisfies k-indistinguishability (k is an integer)
or VA is k-indistinguishable if the cardinality of every
padding group is no less than k.

Discussion One may argue that, in contrast to encryption, k-
indistinguishability may not provide strong enough protection.
However, as mentioned before, we are considering cases where
encryption is already broken by side-channel attacks, so the
strong confidentiality provided by encryption is already not
an option. Moreover, in theory k could always be made
sufficiently large to provide enough confidentiality, although
a reasonably large k would usually satisfy users’ privacy re-
quirements for most practical applications. Finally, since most
web applications are publicly accessible and consequently
an eavesdropper can unavoidably learn about the list of all
possible inputs, we believe perfect confidentiality is not always
achievable. Another subtlety here is that padding packets to be
k-indistinguishable does not leak information to adversaries
about which packets are sensitive (padded), because they can
only see padded packets but not the original ones.

Although the PPTP privacy model is adapted from its
counterpart in PPDP, the former has a unique characteristic,
that is, the sensitive values (actions) are always unique, and
hence by satisfying k-indistinguishability, the vector-action set
also satisfies l-diversity (l=k) in its simplest form [30]. That
is, each padding group has at least k different actions, so no
eavesdropper can determine which of the k (or more) actions
has triggered an observed flow-vector. This simple model is
sufficient to demonstrate the usefulness of mapping PPTP to
PPDP. For simplicity, we will focus on k-indistinguishability
in Sections II– IV, and delay the discussion about applying
more general forms of l-diversity in Section V to address cases
where not all actions should be treated equally in padding.
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In addition to privacy requirement, we also need a quantita-
tive measure for the cost of padding and processing. Across the
whole vector-set, Definition 5 counts the number of additional
bytes after padded, while Definition 6 counts the number of
flows that are involved in padding. We focus on these simple
models in this paper while there certainly exist other ways for
modeling such costs.

Definition 5 (Distance and Padding Cost): Given a vector-
set V , we define

- the vector-distance between two equal-length flow-
vectors v1 and v2 as: vdis(v1, v2) =

∑|v1|
i=1(|s1i− s2i|)

where s1i and s2i are the ith flow in v1 and v2, respec-
tively.

- the padding cost of V as: cost =
∑|V |
i=1(vdis(vi, v′i))

where vi and v′i denote a flow-vector in V and its
counterpart after padding, respectively.

Definition 6 (Processing Cost): Given a vector-set V , we
define the processing cost of V as the number of flows in V
which corresponding packets should be padded.

D. The SVMD and MVMD Cases

In the previous section, we have focused on the simplified
SVSD case to facilitate a focused discussion on the privacy
and cost model. We now look at the more realistic cases. First,
we consider the Single-Vector Multi-Dimension (SVMD) case
where each flow-vector may include more than one flow (that
is, an action may trigger more than one packet that can be
used to identify the action), whereas each action-sequence is
still composed of a single action. In this case, the vector-
action set needs to be mapped to a table T (s1, . . . , s|v|, a)
with multiple quasi-identifier attributes (each flow corresponds
to an attribute). Thus, based on Definition 4, flow-vectors can
form a padding group only if they are identical with respect
to every flow inside the vectors. Another subtlety is that the
model of vector-action set requires all the flow-vectors to have
the same number of flows, which is not always possible in
practice. One solution is to insert dummy packets of size zero
which will then be handled as usual in the process of padding.

Next, we consider the Multi-Vector Multi-Dimension
(MVMD) case in which each action-sequence consists of more
than one actions and each flow-vector includes multiple flows.
Definition 7 expresses the relationship between actions in an
action-sequence.

Definition 7 (i-prefix, adjacent-prefix, adjacent-suffix): We
define

- the i-prefix of an action-sequence ~a=〈~a[1],~a[2], . . . ,~a[t]〉
(i ∈ [1, t]), denoted as pre(~a, i), as the sequence
〈~a[1],~a[2], . . . ,~a[i]〉, and we say ~a[i−1] is the adjacent-
prefix (or simply prefix) of ~a[i], and ~a[i+1] is the adjacent-
suffix (or simply suffix) of ~a[i],

- similarly, we define the i-prefix of vector-sequence ~v, and
the prefix, suffix of ~v[i].

In the MVMD case, due to the prefix relationship, the
flow-vector for an action may provide additional information
about flow-vectors that correspond to the previous actions in
the same action-sequence. Such knowledge may enable the
eavesdropper to refine his guesses about an action. Such a

scenario is illustrated in Figure 1. Also, we slightly change
the definition of a vector-action set to accommodate the added
prefix action information, as shown in Definition 8. We will
delay the discussion about how a padding algorithm may
satisfy k-indistinguishability in this case to the next section.

Prefix Flow-Vector v Action a 
a22 v31 a31 

 v12 a32 
 v11 … 
 v11 … 
 v11 … 
 v11 … 
 v11 … 
  … 
 v1n … 

Prefix Flow-Vector v Action a 
a11 v21 a21 

 v12 a22 
 v11 … 
 v11 … 
 v11 … 
 v11 … 
 v11 … 
  … 
 v1n 

Prefix Flow-Vector v Action a 
 v11 a11 
 v12 a12 
 … … 
 … … 
 … … 
 … … 
 … … 

Fig. 1. The Vector-Action Set in MVMD Case

Definition 8 (Vector-Action Set (MVMD Case)): Given t
action-sets {Ai :1 ≤ i ≤ t} and the corresponding vector-sets
{Vi : 1 ≤ i ≤ t}, the vector-action set VA is the collection of
sets {{(v, a) :v∈Vi ∧ a∈Ai ∧ fi(a) = v} :1 ≤ i ≤ t}.

III. THE PPTP PROBLEMS AND COMPLEXITY

The formal model introduced in the previous section enables
us to formulate a series of PPTP problems and study their
complexity. We first discuss the choice of our ceiling padding
approach among other possibilities in Section III-A, and then
address the SVSD and SVMD cases in Section III-B and the
MVMD case in Section III-C.

A. Ceiling Padding

In choosing a padding method, we need to address
two aspects, privacy protection by satisfying the k-
indistinguishability property, and minimizing padding cost. As
previously mentioned, an application-agnostic approach, such
as packet-size rounding and random padding, will usually
incur high padding cost while not necessarily guaranteeing
sufficient privacy protection [14]. We now revisit this argument
by showing that a larger rounding size does not necessarily
lead to more privacy. With our model, more privacy can
now be clearly defined as satisfying k-indistinguishability
for a larger k. Consider rounding the flows for the second
keystrokes shown in Table II to a multiple of 64 (for example,
487 to 8× 64 = 512). It can be shown that such rounding
can achieve 2-indistinguishability (detailed calculations are
omitted), while increasing the rounding size to 160 can achieve
3-indistinguishability. However, further increasing it to 256
can still only satisfy 2-indistinguishability.

From another point of view, as demonstrated in Section II-
B, we can now apply the PPDP technique of generalization
to addressing the PPTP problem. Recall that a generalization
technique will partition the vector-action set into groups, and
then break the linkage among actions in the same group.
One unique aspect in applying generalization to PPTP is
that padding can only increase each packet size but cannot
decrease or replace it with a range of values like in normal
generalization. The above considerations lead to a new padding
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method given in Definition 9. Basically, after partitioning a
vector-action set into groups, we pad each flow in a padding
group to be the maximum size of that flow in the group.

Definition 9 (Dominance and Ceiling Padding): Given a
vector-set V , we define

- the dominant-vector dom(V ) as the flow-vector in which
each flow is equal to the maximum of the corresponding
flow among all the flow-vectors in V .

- a ceiling-padded group in V as a padding group in which
every flow-vector is padded to the dominant-vector. We
also say V is ceiling-padded if all the groups are ceiling-
padded.

Similar to the centroid in k-means clustering [24], dominant-
vector is not necessary to be an actual vector in V . We
will focus on the ceiling padding method in the rest of the
paper. When no ambiguity is possible, we will not distinguish
between vector-set, vector-action set, flow-vector, and vector-
sequence.

B. The SVSD and SVMD Cases

In the SVSD case, there is only a single flow in each flow-
vector of the vector-set. Therefore, we only need to modify
the vector-set by increasing the value of some flows to form
padding groups. The padding problem can be formally defined
as follows.

Problem 1 (SVSD Problem): Given a vector-action set VA
and the corresponding vector-set V and action-set A, the
privacy property k ≤ |V |, find a partition PVA on VA such
that the corresponding partition on V , denoted as PV =
{P1, P2, . . . , Pm}, satisfies

- ∀(i ∈ [1,m]), |Pi| ≥ k;
- The padding cost

∑m
i=1(dom(Pi)× |Pi|) is minimal. �

In the SVMD case, there are more than one flows in each
flow-vector of the vector-set. The padding problem can be
defined as follows:

Problem 2 (SVMD problem): Given a vector-action set VA
and the corresponding vector-set V (in which each flow-vector
includes np flows) and action set A, the privacy property k ≤|
V |, find a partition PVA on VA such that the corresponding
partition on V , denoted as PV = {P1, P2, . . . , Pm}, satisfies

- ∀(i ∈ [1,m]), |Pi| ≥ k;
- The cost

∑m
i=1(

∑np
j=1((dom(Pi))[j])× |Pi|) is minimal.

�
Theorem 1 shows that the above PPTP problem is in-

tractable, and indicates that Problem 2 is NP-hard even when
there are only two different flow values in the vector-set.

Theorem 1: Problem 2 is NP-complete when k=3 and the
flow-vectors are from binary alphabet

∑
.

Proof: The proof follows the work in [1] for reduction
from the well-known NP-hard problem, namely, the problem
of Edge Partition Into Triangles (EPIT) [23], which is defined
as follows:

Given a graph G = (V,E) with |E| = 3m for some integer
m, can the edges of G be partitioned into m triangles with
disjoint edges? This problem is still NP-hard even G is simple.

Reduction of EPIT to Problem 2: For an instance of EPIT
problem (w.l.o.g., the graph is assumed to be simple), we

construct a vector-action set VA with 3m pairs of (vector,
action) where the vector has |V | number of flows. Concretely,
for each edge uiuj ∈ E, to which ui and uj are incident,
we create a (v, a) pair in VA such that the two flows in v
corresponding to ui and uj have zb′s and all the other flows
have za′s (each vertex is bijectively mapped to a flow in the
flow-vector denoted by the subscript), where za and zb are
two positive integers and za < zb. Obviously, this reduction
works in polynomial time O(3mn). Note that padding is
represented here by modifying za′s in some flows to be zb′s,
and correspondingly, the cost is shown by the total number of
za
′s which is changed to zb′s. We show that the cost of optimal

solution for Problem 2 is at most 3m if and only if E in G
can be partitioned into a collection of m disjoint triangles.

From EPIT to Problem 2: Suppose that there exists a
partition of edges in G for EPIT. Consider any triangle with
vertexes ui,uj and ul, and edges uiuj , ujul and ului. Observe
that, by modifying the l, i, and j flows from za to zb
respectively in the corresponding (v, a) pairs, we obtain a
group in size 3 with identical flow-vectors. Consequently, we
get a solution to Problem 2 with cost 3m.

From Problem 2 to EPIT: Suppose that there is a 3-
indistinguishability solution for Problem 2 of cost at most 3m.
Since G is simple, any two pairs in VA are different in at least
2 flows (in the case that the corresponding edges in G share
one common vertex). Consequently, to make two pairs have
identical flow-vector values, we should at least modify one
flow from za to zb for each (v, a) pair. Therefore, the solution
cost is exactly 3m and each pair is padded exactly one flow.

Since the solution satisfies 3-indistinguishability, any group
in VA should be in size at least 3. Observe that, for any group
with size larger than 3, any of its pairs will have at least two
flows which are za and at least one other pair in the group has
value zb. In other words, in any such group, each pair should
be at least padded two flows. Thus, each group has exactly
three pairs. The only possibility is that the corresponding edges
for the tuples in each group composes a triangle.

Besides, a given solution of Problem 2 can be verified in
polynomial time whether it satisfies k-indistinguishability and
the cost is less than a given value or not.

Note that, at first glance, the SVMD problem may resemble
the problem of k-means clustering [24]. However, algorithms
for k-means clustering cannot be directly applied to our prob-
lem due to following differences between these two problems.
First, k-means clustering needs to partition a multiset into k
groups, whereas in our problem, the minimal size of each
group must be at least k. Second, k-means clustering is to
minimize the within-cluster sum of squares, while our problem
is to minimize the total distance between each of the flow-
vectors and the dominant-vector.

C. MVMD Problem

As mentioned in Section II-D, by correlating flow-vectors in
the vector-sequence, an eavesdropper may refine his guesses
of the actual action-sequence. We first discuss the challenges
of traffic padding in such cases by observing the traffic for the
sequence of two keystrokes as shown in Table II.
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Example 4: To revisit Table II, suppose an eavesdropper
has only observed the flow for the second keystroke. In order
to preserve 2-indistinguishability, one algorithm may partition
the 16 cells into 8 groups of size 2 and assume that the queried
strings (a)c and (c)a form one group. When the eavesdropper
observes that the flow for the second keystroke is 501, she
cannot determine whether the queried string is (a)c or (c)a.

However, suppose the eavesdropper also observes the flow
for the first keystroke, she can determine that the first keystroke
is either (a) or (c) when the flow is 509 or 502, respectively.
Consequentially, she can infer the queried string by combining
these two observations. �

One seemingly valid solution is padding the flow-vectors
to satisfy 2-indistinguishability for each keystroke separately.
Unfortunately, this will fail when correlating two consecutive
observations. The reason is as follows. To pad traffic for the
first keystroke, the optimal solution is to partition (a)− (d)
into two groups, {(b), (c)} and {(a), (d)}. However, when the
eavesdropper observes the flow of first keystroke, she can still
determine it must be either (a) or (c) when the size is 516 or
504, respectively, because only when the first keystroke starts
with (a) or (c) can the flow for second keystroke be padded to
501. Thus, the eavesdropper will eliminate (b) and (d) from
possible guesses, which violates 2-indistinguishability.

Another seemingly viable solution is to first collect the
vector-sequences for all input strings and then pad them such
that an input string as a whole cannot be distinguished from
at least k − 1 others. Unfortunately, such an approach cannot
ensure the privacy, either. For example, one algorithm may
split (a)c and (a)b into two different groups, where (a)
should be padded to 509 and 516, respectively. When the
server receives (a), it must immediately respond due to auto-
suggestion feature. However, since the server cannot predict
the next keystroke will be b or c (worse put, or others), it
cannot decide whether to pad (a) to 509 or 516.

The discussed challenges mainly arise due to the approach
of padding each vector-set independently. We now propose
a different approach. Intuitively, the partitioning of a vector-
set corresponding to each action will respect the partitioning
results of all the previous actions in the same action-sequence.
More precisely, the padding of different vector-sets is corre-
lated based on the following two conditions.

- Given two t-sized vector-sequences ~v1 and ~v2, any prefix
pre(~v1, i) and pre(~v2, i) (i ∈ [2, t]), can be padded
together only if ∀(j < i), pre(~v1, j) and pre(~v2, j) are
padded together.

- For any two t-sized action-sequences ~a1 and ~a2 and
corresponding vector-sequences ~v1 and ~v2, if pre(~a1, i) =
pre(~a2, i)(i ∈ [1, t]), then pre(~v1, i) and pre(~v2, i) must
be padded together.

Once a partition satisfies these conditions, no matter how
an eavesdropper analyzes traffic, either for an action alone
or combining multiple observations of previous actions, the
mental image about actual action-sequence remains the same.

Following Example 4, with these conditions, (a)c and (c)a
can form a group only if their prefixes (a) and (c) are in
same group. This ensures (a)c and (c)a always have same
flow values in the sequence.

Due to the similarity between the conditions and a related
concept in graph theory, we call a partition satisfying such
conditions the oriented-forest partition.

Problem 3 (MVMD problem): Given a vector-action set
VA = (VA1, VA2, . . . , VAt) where VAi = (Vi, Ai) (i ∈
[1, t]), the privacy property k ≤ |Vt|, find the partition
PVAi on VAi such that the corresponding partition PVi =
{P i1, P i2, . . . , P imi} on Vi satisfies

- ∀((i ∈ [1, t− 1]) ∧ (j ∈ [1,mi])){
|P ij | ≥ k, if (|Vi| ≥ k),
|P i1| = |Vi|, if (|Vi| < k);

- ∀(j ∈ [1,mt]), |P tj | ≥ k;
- The sequence of PVi is an oriented-forest partition;
- The total padding cost of PVi (i ∈ [1, t]) is minimal. �
Obviously, Problem 3 is also NP-complete when k ≥ 3

since Problem 2 is special case of Problem 3.

IV. THE ALGORITHMS

As discussed above, our main idea is to partition the vector-
action set into padding groups, and then break the linkage
inside each group through padding to satisfy a given privacy
as well as minimize the cost. In this section, we design three
heuristic algorithms to demonstrate the existence of abundant
possibilities in approaching this PPTP issue. Note that when
the cardinality of vector-action set is less than the privacy
property k, there is no solution to satisfy the privacy property.
In such cases, our algorithms will simply exit, which will not
be explicitly shown in each algorithm hereafter.

A. The svsdSimple Algorithm

The main intention of presenting the svsdSimple algorithm
is to show that, when applying k-indistinguishability to PPTP
problems, an algorithm may sometimes be devised in a very
straightforward way, and yet achieve a dramatic reduction in
costs when compared to existing approaches (as shown in the
Section VI). Basically, the svsdSimple algorithm attempts to
minimize the cardinality of padding groups in the SVSD case
(refer to [28] for detail).

B. The svmdGreedy Algorithm

The svmdGreedy algorithm, which aims at both SVSD and
SVMD problems, is shown in Table V. Roughly speaking,
the svmdGreedy recursively divides the padding group Pi in
PVA, where |Pi| ≥ 2 × k, into two padding groups Pi1 and
Pi2 until the cardinality of any padding group in PVA is
less than 2 × k. When svmdGreedy splits a padding group
Pi(VAi) into two, these resultant padding groups, Pi1 and
Pi2, must satisfy that (Pi1 ∪ Pi2 = Pi) ∧ (Pi1 ∩ Pi2 = ∅) ∧
(|Pi1| ≥ k) ∧ (|Pi2| ≥ k). Obviously, there must exist many
solutions of Pi1 and Pi2. svmdGreedy limits the optimizing
process insides a subset of possible solutions as follows. For
each flow, svmdGreedy first sorts the flow-vectors in non-
decreasing order of that flow, then splits Pi into Pi1 and Pi2 at
position pos in the sorted sequence where (pos ∈ [k, |Pi|−k]).
There are totally (np × (|Pi| − 2 × k)) possible solutions
for all flows in the flow-vector, where np is the number of
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flows in flow-vector. SvmdGreedy finally selects the one with
minimal padding cost among this set of solutions. Clearly, this
algorithm can solve SVSD-problem when np is set to be 1.

Algorithm svmdGreedy
Input: a vector-action set VA, the privacy property k;
Output: the partition PVA of VA;
Method:
1. If(|VA| < 2× k)
2. Create in PVA the VA;
3. Return;
4. Let np be the number of flows in flow-vector;
5. For p = 1 to np
6. Let SVAp be the sequence of VA in the non-decreasing order of

the pth flow in the flow-vector;
7. For i = k to |SVAp | − k
8. Let costp,i as the cost when SVp is split at position i;
9. Let costp be a pair (c, i) where c is the minimal in (costp,i) and

i is the corresponding position;
10. Let cost be a triple (c, p, i) where c is the minimal in c of
costp(p ∈ [1, np]), and p and i are the corresponding p and i;

11. Split SVAcost.p into VA1 and VA2 at position cost.i;
12. Return svmdGreedy(VA1);
13. Return svmdGreedy(VA2);

TABLE V
THE SVMDGREEDY ALGORITHM FOR SVMD-PROBLEM

The svmdGreedy algorithm has an O(np × n2) time com-
plexity in the worst case (each time, the algorithm splits Pi
into k-size Pi1 and (|Pi|−k)-size Pi2), and O(np×n× logn)
in average cases (each time, the algorithm halves Pi), where
n = |VA|.

C. The mvmdGreedy Algorithm

Both svsdSimple and svmdGreedy algorithms tackle cases
where each action-sequence consists of a single action (cor-
respondingly, each vector-sequence consists of a single flow-
vector). Our intention now in devising the mvmdGreedy is to
demonstrate how the two conditions mentioned in Section III-
C facilitate the algorithm design. In this algorithm, we extend
PPDP solutions to a sequence of inter-dependent vector-action
sets. The only constraint in partitioning vector-action set VAi
is to ensure all flow-vectors in a padding group should have
their prefix in an identical padding group of VAi−1.

The mvmdGreedy algorithm for MVMD-Problem is shown
in Table VI. Roughly speaking, mvmdGreedy partitions each
vector-action set in the sequence in the given order, each
for the flow-vector corresponding to an action in an action-
sequence. More specifically, mvmdGreedy applies svmd-
Greedy to partition the first vector-action set in the sequence.
For each remaining vector-action set VAi, mvmdGreedy first
partitions it into |PVAi−1 | number of padding groups based
on the adjacent-prefix of the flow-vectors, and then applies
svmdGreedy to further partition these padding groups.

Similarly, the mvmdGreedy also has an O(np × n2) time
complexity in the worst case (each time, the algorithm splits
VAi into k-size VAi1 and (|VAi|−k)-size VAi2), and O(np×
n × logn) in average cases (each time, the algorithm halves
VA), where n is the total number of flow-vectors in those
vector-sets.

Algorithm mvmdGreedy
Input: a t-size sequence D of vector-action sets, the privacy property k;
Output: the partition PD of D;
Method:
1. Let D = (VA1, VA2, . . . , VAt);
2. Let P 1 = svmdGreedy(VA1, k);
3. For each (w ∈ [1, |P 1|]), assign group G1

w ∈ P 1 a unique gid = w;
4. For i = 2 to t
5. Create in P i |P i−1| number of empty groups Giw(w ∈ [1, |Pi−1|]);
6. For each via in VAi
7. Let w be the gid of the group Gi−1

w in P i−1 that the prefix of
via in VAi−1 belongs to;

8. Insert via into Giw;
9. For each (w ∈ [1, |P i−1|])
10. P i = (P i \Giw) ∪ svmdGreedy(Giw, k);
11. For each (w ∈ [1, |P i|]), assign group Giw ∈ P i a unique gid = w;
12. Return PD = {P i : 1 ≤ i ≤ t};

TABLE VI
THE MVMDGREEDY ALGORITHM FOR MVMD-PROBLEM

V. EXTENSION TO L-DIVERSITY

In previous discussion, we implicitly assume that each
action in an action-set is equally likely to occur. However, in
real life, each action is not necessary to have equal probability
to be performed. In this section, we discuss an extension to
our model to further demonstrate that many existing PPDP
concepts may be adapted to address PPTP issues. Specifically,
we adapt the l-diversity [30] concept to address cases where
not all actions should be treated equally in padding (for
example, some statistical information regarding the likelihood
of different inputs may be publicly known).

A. The Model

We first assign an integer weight to each action to catch
the information about its occurrence probability among the
action-set that it belongs to. The reason for assigning weight
instead is due to the utilization of such as access counter for
visit statistics in most applications.

Definition 10 (Weight-Set): Given an action-set Ai, the
weight-set Wi is defined as the collection of integer weights
associated with the actions in that action-set.

Definition 11 (Occurrence Probability): Given an action-
set A and corresponding weight-set W , the occurrence prob-
ability of an action a with weight w in A is defined as
pr(a,A) = w∑|W |

i=1 (wi)
.

Example 5: To revisit Example 1, given the action-set A1 =
{a11, a21}, assume that the weight for a11 = b and a21 = c
are 20 and 5 respectively (clearly, in practice the value of
weight should be assigned based on the characteristics of
applications). Then, the weight-set is W1 = {20, 5}. Moreover,
in action-set A1, the occurrence probability of b and c is

20
20+5 = 80% and 5

20+5 = 20%, respectively. �
Then we slightly change the definition of vector-action set to

accommodate the weight information. Since SVSD and SVMD
are special cases of MVMD, w.l.o.g., we only redefine the
concept for MVMD.

Definition 12 (Vector-Action-Weight Set): Given t action-
sets {Ai : 1 ≤ i ≤ t}, and the corresponding weight-sets
{Wi : 1 ≤ i ≤ t} and vector-sets {Vi : 1 ≤ i ≤ t},
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the vector-action-weight set VAW is the collection of sets
{{(v, a, w) : v ∈ Vi ∧ a ∈ Ai ∧ w ∈Wi} : 1 ≤ i ≤ t}.

Example 6: Following Example 5, given the action-set
A1 = {b, c}, weight-set W1 = {20, 5} and vector-set V1 =
{544, 554}, the corresponding vector-action-weight set is
VAW1 ={(544, b, 20), (554, c, 5)}. �

We regard weight information as an additional information
about the action, therefore, the mapping from PPTP to PPDP is
consistent with what has been discussed before. Definition 13
applies l-diversity to quantify the amount of privacy protection
under a given vector-action-weight set.

Definition 13 (l-Diversity): Given a vector-action set VAW ,
we define

- a padding group as any S ⊆ VAW satisfying that all the
pairs in S have identical flow-vectors and no S′ ⊃ S can
satisfy this property, and

- we say VAW satisfies l-diversity (l is an integer) or VAW
is l-diverse if the occurrence probability of any action in
any padding group is no greater than 1

l .
Example 7: Following Example 6, the highest occurrence

probability is b with 4
5 . Since 1

1 > 4
5 > 1

2 , VAW1 does not
satisfy 2-diversity. �

B. The Problem

With the revised definitions, we now formulate the di-
versity problems, namely, SVSD-Diversity, SVMD-Diversity,
and MVMD-Diversity, for the SVSD case, SVMD case,
and MVMD case, respectively. Clearly, the main differ-
ence between the l-diversity problems and aforementioned k-
indistinguishability problems is the condition on the padding
group. That is, for k-indistinguishability, the cardinality of
each padding group should be at least k, whereas, for l-
diversity, the maximal occurrence probability of each group
should be at most 1

l , as demonstrated by Problem 4 for MVMD
case.

Problem 4 (MVMD-Diversity Problem): Given a vector-
action-weight set VAW = (VAW1, VAW2, . . . , VAWt) where
VAWi = (Vi, Ai,Wi) (i ∈ [1, t]), the privacy property l ≤

1

max
a∈At

(pr(a,At))
, find the partition PVAWi on V AWi such that

the corresponding partitions PAi = {PAi1 , PAi2 , . . . , PAimi} on
Ai and PVi = {PVi1 , PVi2 , . . . , PVimi} on Vi satisfy

- ∀((i ∈ [1, t− 1]) ∧ (j ∈ [1,mi]))
max
a∈PAij

(pr(a, PAij )) ≤ 1
l
, if (max

a∈Ai
(pr(a,Ai)) ≤

1
l
),

PAi1 = Ai, if (max
a∈Ai

(pr(a,Ai)) >
1
l
);

- ∀(j ∈ [1,mt]), max
a∈PAtj

(pr(a, PAtj )) ≤ 1
l

;

- The sequence of PVi is an oriented-forest partition;
- The total padding cost of PVi (i ∈ [1, t]) after applying

ceiling padding is minimal. �
Observe that when the weights of all actions in any VAWi

are set to be identical, and l = k, Problem 4 is simplified
to Problem 3. Informally, Problem 4 is at least as hard as
Problem 3.

Although l-diversity in PPTP shares the same spirit with
that in PPDP, algorithms for l-diversity in PPDP cannot be
directly applied to our PPTP problems due to the following
main difference between these two problems. In PPDP, there
are many tuples with same sensitive values in the micro-data
table, while in our problem, the action in an action-set is
not duplicated, and we assign a weight for each action to
distinguish its possibility to be performed by a user from other
actions.

C. The Algorithms
To facilitate the explanation, we first present the svsdDiver-

sity algorithm for SVSD case to show the essence of design
ideas to satisfy l-diversity as shown in Table VII. Roughly
speaking, svsdDiversity algorithm first sorts the actions in non-
increasing order of their weight values, and then among the
actions with same weight, sorts them in a predefined order
based on their flow-vectors. In this algorithm, we sort them
in non-increasing order of the flows (note this step aims at
reducing the padding cost in the resultant group and there must
exist alternative solutions for ordering). Based on the sorted
version S of vector-action-weight set, svsdDiversity iteratively
removes actions from S to construct the padding group until
S is empty. In each iteration, svsdDiversity splits the sequence
S into two l-diverse sub-sequences, Pα− and Pα+, such that
the first sub-sequence Pα− has minimal possible cardinality.

Algorithm svsdDiversity
Input: a vector-action-weight set VAW , the privacy property l;
Output: the partition PVAW of VAW ;
Method:
1. Let PVAW = ∅;
2. Let S be the sequence of VAW in a non-increasing order of its W ;
3. If(pr(S[1], S) > 1

l
)

4. Return;
5. Sort elements in S with same weight value

in non-increasing order of its V ;
6. While (S 6= ∅)
7. Let Pα− = {S[i] : i ∈ [1, α]}, Pα+ = {S[i] : i ∈ [α+ 1, |S|]};
8. Let α ∈ [l, |S|] be the smallest value such that:

pr(S[1], Pα−) ≤ 1
l

and
(pr(S[α+ 1], Pα+) ≤ 1

l
or Pα+ ≡ ∅)

9. Create partition Pα− on PVAW ;
10. S = Pα+;
11. Return PVAW ;

TABLE VII
THE SVSDDIVERSITY ALGORITHM FOR SVSD-DIVERSITY CASE

Note that, in each iteration, the algorithm removes Pα−
from S and further splits Pα+. Before discussing the reasons,
we first introduce the undividable diverse group concept to
define the padding group which can not be further split without
reordering the sequence.

Definition 14 (Undividable Diverse Group): Given
a vector-action-weight set VAW , and denote by
S = (S[1], S[2], . . . , S[|A|]) the sequence of VAW in the non-
increasing order of its W , we say Pα− = (S[1], S[2], . . . S[α]),
a sub-sequence of S, is a undividable diverse group, if

- pr(S[1], Pα−) ≤ 1
l , and

- there does not exist any integer β ∈ [1, α), such that
both pr(S[1], (S[1], . . . , S[β])) ≤ 1

l and pr(S[β +
1], (S[β + 1], . . . , S[α])) ≤ 1

l hold.
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The Pα− in step 9 is a undividable diverse group by
reasoning as follows. If α is the smallest position that Pα−
satisfies l-diversity, clearly, it cannot be further split. Oth-
erwise, suppose that β is the smallest position such that
β < α and P1 = (S[1], S[2], . . . , S[β]) satisfies l-diversity,
then P2 = (S[β + 1], . . . , S[α]) is not l-diverse, since based
on the condition in step 8, pr(S[β + 1], P2) = w[β+1]∑α

i=β+1 w[i]

≥ w[β+1]∑|S|
i=β+1 w[i]

> 1
l . Similarly, splitting Pα− at any position

between β and α leads to same result, which confirms the
statement.

Furthermore, svsdDiversity always terminates since append-
ing action with smaller weight value to an l-diverse padding
group will never produce a group violating l-diversity. There-
fore, each iteration will result in either two l-diverse groups
or one whole sequence together with an empty sequence.

The svsdDiversity algorithm has O(nlogn) time complexity
since step 2 and step 5 cost (nlogn) time and each action is
considered once for the remaining steps, where n = |VAW |.

Then, we design svmdDiversity and mvmdDiversity algo-
rithms for SVMD-Diversity and MVMD-Diversity problems,
respectively. Similar to svsdDiversity, svmdDiversity follows
the conditions shown in step 8 in Table VII to split S as shown
in Table VIII. In contrast to svsdDiversity, svmdDiversity first
identifies all possible positions of given VAW which satisfy
the conditions for each flow, and then selects the one with
minimal cost among all possible positions in all the flows.
The svmdDiversity has O(np × n2) in the worst case and
O(np × n× logn) in average cases.

Algorithm svmdDiversity
Input: a l-diverse vector-action-weight set VAW , the privacy property l;
Output: the partition PVAW of VAW ;
Method:
1. If(|VAW | < 2× l)
2. Create in PVAW the VAW ;
3. Return;
4. Let S be the sequence of VAW in a non-increasing order of its W ;
5. Let np be the number of flows in flow-vector V ;
6. For p = 1 to np
7. Sort elements in S with same weight value in non-increasing order

of the pth flow in its V ;
8. Let Pαp,i− = {S[r] : r ∈ [1, αp,i]}, and

Pαp,i+ = {S[r] : r ∈ [αp,i + 1, |S|]};
9. Let Zp ⊆ {i : l ≤ i ≤ |S|} be the set of values such that:

∀(αp,i ∈ Zp), pr(S[1], Pαp,i−) ≤ 1
l

and
(pr(S[αp,i + 1], Pαp,i+) ≤ 1

l
or Pαp,i+ ≡ ∅)

10. Let αp be the value in Zp such that the cost is minimal among
all αp,i ∈ Zp when S is split at αp,i;

11. Let α ∈ {αp : p ∈ [1, np]} with the minimal cost;
12. If (Pα+ is empty)
13. Create in PVAW the Pα−;
14. Return;
15. Return svmdDiversity(Pα−);
16. Return svmdDiversity(Pα+);

TABLE VIII
THE SVMDDIVERSITY ALGORITHM FOR SVMD-DIVERSITY CASE

Similar to mvmdGreedy, mvmdDiversity first ensures that
the partitioning satisfies the conditions of an oriented-
forest partition (refer to Section IV-C for the main idea).
There is still another complication. In mvmdGreedy, an ini-
tial padding group based on prefixes certainly satisfies k-
indistinguishability only if the set of prefixes satisfies. How-
ever, this is not the case in mvmdDiversity since a vector-

action set with size larger than l will not necessarily be a
l-diverse set. To address this issue, we confine the Zp in step
9 of svmdDiversity in Table VIII to further satisfy that both the
set formed by all suffixes (refer to Definition 7) of Pαp,i− and
that of Pαp,i+ are l-diverse. To facilitate the evaluation of these
two additional conditions, for each action, the algorithm can
precompute the maximal value and the summation of weight
values of all its suffixes. Clearly, such computation can be an
integrated part of reading inputs, and does not increase the
order of computational complexity. Thus, the mvmdDiversity
algorithm has O(np × n2) time complexity in the worst case
and O(np × n × logn) in average cases (detailed algorithm
descriptions are omitted due to space limitations).

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our solutions
and efficiency through experiments with real world Web
applications. First, Section VI-A discusses the implementa-
tion of our techniques. Section VI-B then elaborates on the
experimental settings. Finally, Section VI-C and VI-D present
experimental results of the communication, computation, and
processing overhead, respectively.

A. Implementation Overview

In previous sections, we have presented algorithms for deter-
mining the amount of padding for each flow given the vector-
action set. To incorporate our techniques into an existing Web
application requires following three steps. First, gather in-
formation about possible action-sequences and corresponding
vector-sequences in the application. Second, feed the vector-
action sets into our algorithms to calculate the desired amount
of padding. Third, implement the padding according to the
calculated sizes. The main difference between implementing
an existing method (such as rounding) and ceiling padding
lies in the second stage. Thus, we have focused on this stage
in this paper. Nonetheless, we will also briefly describe how
to collect the vector-action sets in Section VI-B and how to
facilitate the third stage.

One may question the practicality of gathering information
about possible action-sequences since the number of such
sequences can be very large. However, we believe it is practical
for most Web applications due to following three facts. First,
the aforementioned side-channel attack on web applications
typically arises due to highly interactive features, such as auto-
suggestion. The very existence of such features implies that
the application designer has already profiled the domain of
possible inputs (that is, action-sequences) for implementing
the feature. Therefore, such information must already exist in
certain forms and can be easily extracted at a low cost. Second,
even though a Web application may take infinite number of
inputs, this does not necessarily mean there would be infinite
action-sequences. For example, a search engine will no longer
provide auto-suggestion feature once the query string exceeds
a certain length. Third, all the three steps mentioned above
could be part of the off-line processing, and would only need
to be repeated when the Web application undergoes a redesign.

Note that implementing an existing padding method, such as
rounding, will also need to go through the above three steps if
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only padding cost is to be optimized. For example, without col-
lecting and analyzing the vector-action sets, a rounding method
cannot effectively select the optimal rounding parameter.

B. Experimental Setting

We collect testing vector-action sets from four real-world
web applications, two popular search engines engineB and
engineC (where users’ searching keyword needs to be pro-
tected) and two authoritative information systems, drugB for
drugs and patentC for patents, from two national institutes
(where users’ health information and company’s patent interest
need to be protected, respectively). Specially, for engineB

and engineC , we collect flow-vectors with respect to query
suggestion widget for all possible four-letter combinations
by crafting requests to simulate normal AJAX connection
requests. For drugB and patentC , we collect the vector-action
set for all the drug and patent information by mouse-selecting
following the applications’ tree-hierarchical navigation. Such
data can be collected by acting as a normal user of the
applications without having to know their internal details. For
our experiment, the data are collected using separate programs
whose efficiency is not our main concern in this paper.

We observe that the flows of drugB and patentC are
more diverse and larger than those of engineB and engineC

evidenced by the standard deviations (σ) and the means (µ) of
the flows, respectively. Besides, the flows of drugB , patentC

are much more disparate in values than those of engineB ,
engineC . Later we will show the effect of these different
characteristics of flows on the costs.

All experiments are conducted on a PC with 2.20GHz
Duo CPU and 4GB memory. We evaluate the overhead of
computation, communication, and processing using execution
time, padding cost ratio, and processing cost ratio, respectively.
Specifically, for each application, we first obtain the total size
of all flows ttl for all possible actions before padding, and
then compute the padding cost cost as shown in Definition 5
after padding. The padding cost ratio is formulated as cost

ttl . We
also count the number of flows which need to be padded, and
then formulate the processing cost ratio as the percent of flows
to be padded among all flows. Clearly, given the interval ∆
for random padding, theoretically the padding and processing
cost ratio equal to ∆

2×ttl and 1− 1
∆ respectively. Thus, we omit

the comparison with it through the experiments.
To facilitate comparison, we use the engineB and drugB

sets to compare the overheads for k-indistinguishability against
an existing padding method, namely, packet-size rounding
(simply rounding) [14], and the engineC and patentC sets
to compare those for l-diversity against the other, namely,
maximizing (a naive solution which pads each to be maximal
size in the corresponding flow). For rounding, we set the
rounding parameter ∆ = 512 and ∆ = 5120 for engineB

and drugB , respectively. Note that these ∆ values just lead
to results satisfying 5-indistinguishability in the padded data,
and are adapted only for the comparison purpose. For l-
diversity, we assign each action a uniformly random integer in
a given range as its weight value (default [1, 50]). Note that our
algorithms ensure the privacy for l-diverse vector-action sets

and report exception for other sets regardless of the distribution
and values of weights, and in real-life, the weight value could
be assigned based on such as statistical results.

C. Communication Overhead

We first evaluate the communication overhead of our al-
gorithms in the case of length-one action-sequences. In such
cases, the svmdGreedy and svmdDiversity algorithms are
equivalent to mvmdGreedy and mvmdDiversity, respectively.
To apply the svsdSimple, svsdDiversity algorithms, we gen-
erate four vector-action sets by synthesizing the flow-vectors
for the last action of the four collected sets.

For k-indistinguishability, figure 2(a) shows padding cost
of each algorithm against k. Compared to rounding [14], our
algorithms have less padding cost, while svmdGreedy incurs
significantly less cost than that of rounding.
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For l-diversity, figure 3(a) shows padding cost of each
algorithm against l. From the results, the padding costs of
our algorithms are significantly less than that of maximizing.
We observe that our algorithms are superior specially when the
number of flow-vectors in a vector-action set is larger since our
algorithms have high possibility to partition the flow-vectors
with close value into padding group.
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We then compare our algorithms with existing methods in
the case of action-sequences of lengths larger than one. Fig-
ure 2(b) and 3(b) show padding costs of our mvmdGreedy and
the rounding algorithm against k, and our mvmdDiversity and
the maximizing algorithm against l, respectively. Rounding
and maximizing incur larger padding cost than mvmdGreedy
and mvmdDiversity in all cases. For example, the padding
cost ratio of maximizing for patentC is prohibitively high as
418%, which is 140 times higher than that of mvmdDiversity
when l = 64. The reason for mvmdGreedy, mvmdDiversity
algorithms have more padding cost in the case of many-level
action than in one-level is as follows. In many-level action,
these algorithms first partition each vector-action set (except
VA1) into padding groups based on the prefix of actions and
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regardless of the values of flow-vectors. Besides, the further
ordering by the weight in mvmdDiversity results in slightly
more overhead than mvmdGreedy when l = k.

D. Computational Overhead

We first study the computation time of our mvmdGreedy
and mvmdDiversity against the flow data cardinality n as
shown in Figure 4(a) and 5(a). We generate n-sized flow data
by synthesizing n∑

i(|VAi|)
copies of the four collected vector-

action sets. We set k(l) = 160 for this set of experiments,
and conduct each experiment 1000 times and then take the
average.
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As the results show, our algorithms are practically efficient
(1.2s and 0.98s for 2.7m flow-vectors for mvmdGreedy and
mvmdDiversity, respectively) and the computation time in-
creases slowly with n, although our algorithms require slightly
more overhead than rounding (when it is applied to a single ∆
value) and maximizing. However, this is partly at the expense
of worse performance in terms of padding cost. Note that
the slight reduction of execution time observed in Figure 5(a)
for patentC at 32× |patentC | is reasonable since: first, the
cardinality of each initial padding group based on the adjacent-
prefixes may be smaller, which leads to less accumulated
sorting time. Second, doubling the size of vector-action sets
may result in less execution time based on the complexity in
the average and worst cases (2nlog2n < n2).
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We then study computation time against privacy property
k on the two synthesized vector-action sets (6×engineB and
64×drugB), and against l on the other two sets (6×engineC
and 64×patentC). As expected, rounding and maximizing are
insensitive to k and l since they do not have the concept of k
and l, respectively. On the other hand, a tighter upper bound
on the time required for mvmdGreedy is O(np×n× 2k×λ)
in the worse case and O(np×n× log(2k×λ)) in the average
case, where λ is the maximal number of actions which has

the same prefix in all action-sequences. Clearly, when λ is
O(n), the computational complexity here is equivalent to that
in Section IV-C.

The reason for this tighter upper bound is that mvmdGreedy
always feeds a vector-action set with maximal 2k×λ cardinality
to svmdGreedy (except VA1 whose size is 26, a constant,
for searchB), since: first, for each vector-action set VAi,
mvmdGreedy first partitions it into padding groups based
on the prefix (which has O(|VAi|) solution). Second, there
are at most 2k adjacent-prefixes in same padding group of
VAi−1. Therefore, when 2k × λ � n, the execution time of
mvmdGreedy should be in the range of [log(2k×λ), 2k×λ]
times of O(np×n) which is the execution time of rounding
algorithm. These two datasets in our experimental environment
satisfy above condition, for example, 26(λ)×320(k)�2.7m
for searchB . Observe that, mvmdDiversity does not satisfy the
tighter upper bound since a vector-action set with size larger
than 2l probably cannot be split into two l-diverse subsets.

Figure 4(b) illustrates the computation time of mvmdGreedy
against the privacy property k. Interestingly, the computation
time increases slowly (from 1.19s to 1.42s) with k for
engineB , and decreases slowly (from 0.147s to 0.136s) for
drugB . Stress that the results are reasonable since both results
fall within the expected range. Figure 5(b) shows that the
computational time of mvmdDiversity increases slowly with l
for patentC , and is almost same for different l in the case of
engineC .

Costs may also be incurred for actually implementing the
padding. Thus, we must also minimize the number of packets
to be padded. For this purpose, we evaluate the processing
cost ratio, which captures the proportion of flow-vectors to be
padded among all such vectors.

Figure 6 shows the processing cost of each algorithm against
k. Rounding algorithm must pad each flow-vector regardless of
the k’s and the applications, while our algorithms have much
less cost for engineB and slightly less for drugB .
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Similarly, from the results of the processing cost against l
shown in Figure 7, we can see that maximizing algorithm
almost pads each flow-vector regardless of the l’s and the
applications, while our algorithms have much less cost for
engineC and slightly less for patentC .

VII. RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review existing efforts on side
channel attacks and privacy preserving in Web applications.

Side-Channel Attack: Various side-channel leakages have
been extensively studied in the literature. By measuring the
amount of time taken to respond to the queries, an attacker
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may extract OpenSSL RSA privacy keys [10], and similar
timing attacks are proved to be still practical recently [9]. By
differentiating the sounds produced by keys, an attacker with
the help of the large-length training samples may recognize the
key pressed [3]; Zhuang et al. further present an alternative
approach to achieving such attack which does not need the
training samples [43]. By exploiting queuing side channel
in routers by sending probes from a far-off vantage point,
an attacker may fingerprint websites remotely against home
broadband users [22], [21]. Ristenpart et al. discover cross-
VM information leakage on Amazon EC2 based on the sharing
of physical infrastructure among users [33]. Search histories
may be reconstructed by session hijacking attack [12], while
web-browsing histories may be compromised by cache-based
timing attacks [18]. Saponas et al. show the transmission char-
acteristics of encrypted video streaming may allow attackers
to recognize the title of movies [35].

Meanwhile, much efforts have been made on developing
techniques to mitigate the threats of such leakages. Coun-
termeasures based on traffic-shaping mechanisms (such as,
padding, mimicking, morphing, and so on) are suggested
against the exposure of identification of encrypted web traffic
in [37]. HTTPOS, a browser-side system, is proposed to pre-
vent information leakages of encrypted HTTP traffic through
configurable traffic transformation techniques in [29]. Timing
mitigator is introduced to achieve any given bound on timing
channel leakage by delaying output events to limit the amount
of information in [2]. Zhang et al. present an approach to
verifying the VMs’ exclusive use of a physical machine. The
approach exploits a side-channel in the L2 memory cache as
a defensive detection tool rather than a vector of attack [42].
Provider-enforced deterministic execution by eliminating all
the internal timing channels has been proposed to combat
timing channel attack in cloud [4].

Privacy Preservation in Web Applications: The pri-
vacy preserving issue has received significant attentions in
various domains, such as, data publishing and data min-
ing [15] [34], network [5] [7], network [16] [32] [19], out-
sourced data [11] [39], multiparty computation [31], web
applications [8] [14] [36], and so on.

In the context of web applications, many side-channel
leakages in encrypted web traffic have been identified in the
literature which allow to profile the web applications them-
selves and their internal states [14], [4], [22], [12]. Meanwhile,
several approaches have been proposed to analyze and mitigate
such leakages, such as [37], [29], [40], [2]. Recently, a black-
box approach has been proposed to detect and quantify the
side-channel vulnerabilities in web application by extensively

crawling a targeted application [13]. Most recently, a formal
framework is proposed to measure security in terms of the
amount of information leaked from the observations without
the assumption of any particular attacks [6].

The main inspiration of our work is the recent work by
Chen et al. in [14] which demonstrated through case studies
that side-channel problems are pervasive and exacerbated in
web applications due to their fundamental features. Then the
authors further study approaches to identifying such threats
and quantifying the amount of information disclosed in [41].
They show that an application-agnostic approach generally
suffers from high overhead and low level of privacy protection,
and consequently effective solutions to such threats likely will
rely on the in-depth understanding of the applications them-
selves. Finally, they design a complete development process
as a fundamental solution to such side channel attacks. Our
model and solutions provide finer control over the trade-off
between privacy protection and cost, and those solutions can
certainly be integrated into the development process.

Closer to our work, traffic morphing is proposed to mitigate
the threats by traffic analyzing on packet sizes and sequences
through network [40]. Although their proposed system morphs
classes of traffic to be indistinguishable, traffic morphing pads
or splits packets on the fly which may degrade application’s
performance. Further, due to the lack of privacy requirement,
the degree of privacy, which the traffic transformation is able
to achieve, cannot be evaluated during the process of padding,
consequently, it cannot ensure the privacy being satisfied.
In contrast, our proposed algorithms following the proposed
model theoretically guarantee the desired privacy property.

The k-indistinguishability privacy requirement of this paper
has been previously discussed in our previous works [27] [28],
and we significantly extend the model to adapt l-diversity,
and correspondingly formulate the problems, design the al-
gorithms, and experimentally confirm the efficiency and ef-
fectiveness of the algorithms.

VIII. CONCLUSION

As Web-based applications become more popular, their
security issues will also attract more attention. In this paper,
we have demonstrated an interesting connection between the
traffic padding issue of Web applications and the privacy-
preserving data publishing. Based on this connection, we have
proposed a formal model for quantifying the amount of privacy
protection provided by traffic padding solutions. We have also
designed algorithms by following the proposed model. Our
experiments with real-world applications have confirmed the
performance of our solutions to be superior to existing ones
in terms of communication and computation overhead.
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